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Dear friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as 

Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and  

further writers of our Lord  Jesus.  

  

Good brothers and sisters. 
You will find the following Information in this bulletin: 

 The near future and the Justice 

 Was Frans Schumi really a Prophet? [Wilfried Schlätz] 

 The Rapture–the last Trumpet call? 

 The individuality of our nature-soul; [Wilfried Schlätz] 

 Does mankind descend from Adam ? 

 About true and false Prophets! [Klaus Opitz] 

 A seductive great power [HB] 

 

     -Once more, we wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading- 

 

           INTROSPECTION – SELF EXAMINATION 

======================================  

 

http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/
mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com


 

 

====================================== 

Contacts and reactions 

We received friendly and useful responses to Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 9.  

Reactions will be published to the incoming order, again: 

               Gerard 

           
The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed in the next 
issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed and is naturally included in 
the subsequent publication  
================================================================ 
 

Hans from The Netherlands 

Dear Gerard, 

The text below is a section from the HB today. This fits very well to what I also tried to write a few 

months ago. This column says exactly what the intention is so that we people follow this out of free 

will. 

Best regards, 

Hans  

 

Answer 

Dear Hans, 

The send article fits perfectly in the context of the published topics here. With great thanks. G. 

================================================================ 
 

 

 



The ‘near future’ is almost Now 

The Justice of the World 
 
“They will be like the garbage of the Earth. There will come a famine according to the 
word of God. Do not let precious time pass away. The powers of the ' large animals ', 
according to the revelations of John, will be with their complete fullness and with all 
that is holy make war. There are many false prophets but the biggest is still to come. 
With signs and wonders, he will bring the whole world astray.  
 
' The largest and most powerful country in the world will be destroyed and dominated 
by others. The money will be worthless. The large army [Army-China] will mark the 
people like cattle and they take possession of them as her belonging. One will find no 
dignity or respect. The people are forced to do what they don't want to do. The Lord 
has represented a seven thousand years plan for humanity  and this plan is equal to 
the seven days of the week. Because every day is identical to a thousand years ' 

 The above text is once foretold by a number of ' visionaries ' a long time ago. Also the 

following texts. About the Islam, the Lord would have said the following. I could not 

figure out this source but I Still have some fragments available: 

' I have a desire for the Islam, said the Lord and even they will turn to me. They are 
from the seed of Abraham and I’ve not forgotten them and even they will gather to me. 
Every knee will bow and every mouth will attest that I am the Lord. Because my spirit 
will touch their hearts and they will weep, wail and mourn. How very much they have 
persecuted me! Said the Lord and didn’t my servant Paulus persecuted me also? And 
as I have forgiven Paulus so I shall forgive the Islam, if I shall touch them and shall 
heal all injuries of their hearts with all the pain they have suffered. 
 
Know, o Islam, that the book of the Prophet Obadiah only affects you and is intended 
for you; and that's it for this time and not just for any or other past or distant future, it 
is for now and the near future, says the Lord. The day of the Lord is soon at hand and 
the Justice and the wrath will be held upon all Nations because what you have done, 
so shall it also be done to you, your actions fall back on your own heads. I will not 
accept all from Me but your faith will be changed and your hearts will turn to me, as 
you will become aware of my presence and you will find peace, love and joy. All those, 
who reject my spirit, will be without this all and fall and no one will be able to save 
them anymore, says the Lord. 
  
O Islam! Your children have tolerated the abuse, come to me, so that I can cure that. In 
the time, which is to come, I'll be your Lord and Savior and you will be a holy people 
under me and you will praise Me and you will have joy forever. Amen.  [Source: The 
prophecy of America's fall]. 

The Bible is complete but is hardly red by the people. It says very clearly that the Lord 

has always used prophets– through history -  to share his message. 

 
 
 



[Household of God.01_025,01] And behold, Abel disappeared and Ethiope ate of the 

fruits, entirely happy for the first time in his life. And he did exactly as commanded. 

[HHG.01_025,02] Thus the last branch of his line has right to the present time 

populated all the islands and following the great destruction of the serpent's brood by 

the floods from the heavens, also the large continents which you call 'Africa', 

'America' and 'Australia' today. His line was not extinguished in the floods and is still 

the same in this last era as a testimony to the atrocities committed in the past and 

present time by My children and those of Enoch. 

[HHG.01_025,03] And so this Ethiope is still living today, naturally and spiritually as a 

constant observer of your actions, hidden on an island in the middle of the great 

waters which no mortal will ever discover.  

The Star in the East. The Justice of the World 

[Gifts of Heaven 02_42. 07.30, 01]  Write only, write; because I already know what you 

want! -Read in the book "Daniel", Chapter 3, 14th to 20th verse! -There you will find 

what concerns the Kingdom of Earth, that nowadays is quite deaf to the voice of the 

poor and to the body and the spirit of the starving to death brothers! 

[Gifts of Heaven 02_42. 07.30, 02] I'm telling you now, however, without "Daniel": the 

country will perish into the sea and the proud Queen of the waves will be scattered 

like chaff, even if they never will open up for the tears of the lamenting! – Look at 

America! There it has already started with the "counting day! – Here it is already 

started!  

[Gifts of heaven_42.07.30,03]The emergency will first learn the people, that the Earth is 

a common property of all people, not only for those despicable Satan users, which by 

chitchat and only by the poorest smeared paper cuttings have taken over. 

It's already a shame that people have beat locks at the gates ( doors) of their houses 

so they do not get robbed by them, whereby the Hell is paved with! Cursed is he, 

who’s going to set boundaries in hellish selfishness, to his supposed ground.! Truly, 

Truly!  I, the Lord of life and death, I tell you: who is always so selfish and frugal to his 

brothers, I want to let one gnaw on the barriers and boundary stones, as long as the 

Sun of each world universe will light up !  This will be portrayed to someone with a 

petrified heart! When he is weak by his tears, then he should find a weak compassion 

with me! 

[Gifts of Heaven 02_42. 07.30, 04] Just be patient! Because the rich and large children 

of Satan are only softly admonishing beginnings of what there is to come! -Behold, the 

Justice sits them on the necks! 

[Gifts of Heaven 02_42. 07.30, 05] Probably, this gender should lose his (human)name!  

I want to remodel the monsters to crocodiles and dragons in the pools of eternal 

death! And the hell of the farthest abysses must get countless growth on them! Truly, I 

say unto you: these nation countries receive already daily tens of thousands times the 

well-deserved wage in the world beyond; but it should become all better! ... 



 
 
[GEJ.10_029,06] But in America, this story will not last long anymore. In Southern 
America, where the Babylon is still much more present than anywhere else on Earth, a 
big judgment will soon break loose because the Babylon must be transformed 
everywhere into a new Jerusalem and the pigs of the pagan Gadarenes must go to 
ruin in the grave of their night. 
 
[GEJ.10_029,07] I think that I have shown you more than enough now, as a ‘NOTA 
BENE’ for this time. And everyone who can somehow count will easily come to realize 
what the situation is and why this is happening, and that by necessity they soon must 
produce their result. 
 

[GEJ.10_029,08] So you should not ask Me for the year, the day or the hour, since all 
these things are already clear for everyone, and everyone must certainly see the very 
near end of the night when he sees the little clouds on the horizon that are brightly 
illuminated by the sun. 
 
[GEJ.10_029,09] Just let those people who possess some power in one way or another 
try to forbid the grass and all the herbs, bushes and trees to grow again in the 
springtime, to make new buds, to become green and to bloom, and to prevent all this, 
or to command the wind and to prescribe the free flash of lightning its way, then they 
soon will be convinced how great their powerlessness is as a result of their folly. 
 
[GEJ.10_029,10] Once I have spoken out something and want it to happen, it will 
happen as certain as the sun must come up every morning and go down in the 
evening. I actually do not have to tell you anything further, although I still can see a 
question in your mind in relation to France, as to what this kingdom, which is now in 
earthly respect very powerful, will do regarding the present, general flowing of light. I 
say to you: to go against My will, will certainly be hard and impossible. 
 

Note: America is a part of the of the modern house Israel. The blessings and curses of 

Deuteronomy 28 are still in force. The ten tribes went later Northwestern over Europe, 

more to the British Isles and from there to America. In fact, America was likewise 

conquered as Israel, in the time of Joshua. They are blood relatives with the physical 

nation of Israel. The Government of the United States has paid the physical nation and 

kept the country Israel since 1948 alive. The one brother keeps the other brother alive 

even though they have not known. These are the same people that were led out of the 

land of Egypt ... 

America is compared with Ezekiel 38 and 39 and China with Gog and Magog, including 
Mongolia. Isaiah 5:8 warns that a few, at the expense many own the whole country. 
Revelation 13 in the Bible speaks about the two beasts. A political system with world 
dictators and an incorrect religion system. The world banks are all bankrupt.  
 
A collapse of the stock exchanges will happen soon. And will be 100 times worse than 
that in 1929!  The Lord will return and as he once in the temple at Jerusalem threw the 
chairs and the tables of the money changers and hit with a whip through the temple 
space, so the Lord will do this on a large scale on the whole earth ...  
 
Revelation 16: And the sixth poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates and 
its water was dried up so that the way might be prepared of the kings of the rising of 
the sun.  



The Euphrates is with its length of 2165 kilometers a barrier for armies from the East. 

China will in the final phase of the current world order possible stand up as a 

formidable end-time-Force. China, the "Great dragon" will lead the March to the Holy 

Land. According to the Bible, the army of China and their support will count two 

hundred million soldiers. The legendary "yellow danger" where one is talking about 

for years, will be a horrible reality. Revelation 9:16 says that when this huge army 

begins to March, this will cost one third of the world's population life. China 

possesses a large number of nuclear weapons and intercontinental missiles, with 

which all countries in the world are within their range. John describes the heads of 

horses of this army as lions heads, while fire, smoke and brimstone comes out of their 

mouth. The descriptions seem to refer to a nuclear war ...??? 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLUgEXI9RYI 

===================================================================== 

 
Frans Schumi, a real prophet? 

 
            [limited assembled according to Wilfried Schlätz)] 
 
Because Frans Schumi [FS] wanted to be at least such a great prophet like Jakob Lorber [JL] 
was and is and FS wanted to give his statements as an absolute validity, he has therefore 
transferred his theses with artificial words of Jesus and put all his theses of Jesus in the 
mouth. He did so as if Jesus would have dictated all of these statements to him. 
 
Therefore, you must check each individual FS-statement exactly whether it matches the real 
Jesus-words which via JL are in compliance or not. The following FS statements about the 
being of Mary and about the Mary devotion match partly in this matter the corresponding 
real words of Jesus by JL and are therefore partly true and correct on this topic. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLUgEXI9RYI


 
The following FS statements about the being of Mary and the devotion to Mary are generally 
wrong from form because they are (by FS himself or by an otherworldly lying spirit) as 
artificial words of Jesus, formulated so as if Jesus himself would have formulated all these 
ideas and then just dictated them to FS just as he had dictated his real words to JL.  
 
Only the Archangel Jahred- Gabriel as well as Elisabeth, the wife of Zacharias, were 
commissioned by the Lord and had the right to greet Maria at the time, to the true incarnation 
of the God's Centre in Jesus and as Jesus to point this out prophetically.However, It does not 
follow the permission that every human should  greet and praise Mary prophetic today 
because by speaking these prophetic Angel greeting,  the Mary-devotion and Mary-worship 
are promoted. The real Jesus warns us to give divine worship to Mary in one way or another. 
 
This FS-opinion claims, however, that the Earth body of Jesus by the omnipotence of God 
from the Spirit, so at least from an energy of second degree, by a sudden change of the spirit 
in the purest matter had been created and therefore from ' the strengthened spirit 'must have 
endured. This sudden violent haughty is excluded because a God's center of Jesus- Jehovah 
never makes a spirit [or a community of very many mini-spirits)  haughty with violence and 
raises thereby the freedom between humility and pride ... 
 
Also, this FS opinion gives the false impression that the created side of Jesus has only 
existed and that the Uncreated God Centre has lived directly in the flesh body of Jesus.  
 
Then Jesus would have been as the God-Centre, the only existing true God which seemingly 
became a created human because the God Center should only be enrobed with a matter- 
body without a conscious.  
 
But this pure matter-body has no human created I, so that the created part of Jesus would 
not have been a true created man  but only an unconscious body of matter without created 
awareness of the self. A full created human consists not only from a material body but has at 
least a natural soul and a created human spirit as created carriers of our everyday I-(ICH) 
awareness. 
 
This FS-Opinion claims emphatically  that Jesus had only a created matter-body and also 
had no real soul nor a created human spirit and thereby, above all, must have had 
particularly no human I-consciousness! 
  

This erroneous FS-opinion claims emphatically  that this FS-Jesus was only pure a God 

and must have been  a pure divine spirit! Shown is that Jesus was both the only true 

God as the eternal created prehistoric man and also a truly created human being, at the 
same time.  
 
This erroneous FS-opinion claims further emphatically that the material body of this FS-
Jesus from Maria was already completely deified! A created as the created Earth body of 
Jesus, can never be deified in an uncreated body but can, at the most, be declared to a 
higher level or be Spiritualized.  
So was the discarded matter-body of Jesus, on Easter morning, transferred to a substantially 
lower soul-dress and the created nature soul of Jesus added as a perfect soul.   
 
Franz Schumi (FS) knew all the latest works of Jesus through Jakob Lorber from the 
outside (JL). But FS had these works never understood right and developed with his mind 
both a false theology about the being of Jesus and a false theology of the redemption. FS 
also wanted to be a prophet like JL. Therefore, he made his erroneous theology in counterfeit 
words of Jesus, because he wrote all personal pronouns: I, my, to me, from me, Me, etc. with 



large initial letters and  did as if the real Jesus had foretold these false theological thoughts. 
Franz Schumi ended his earthly life by committing suicide. 
 

================================================================ 

 

 
 
 

The last trumpet  

The Raptures 
 

Someone [ of the region of Stuttgart ] sent me a message via the mail from pastor Olav 
Rodge from Bergen [ Norway ] dating from 1952. It involves a future rapture from this Earth.  
This article can also be downloaded completely: https://www.gloria.tv/media/nsk1kMAwMm5, 
We now publish only the important sections and comments.  
 
Olav Rodge: What I write here has taken place on Thursday, December 11 at the morning, in 
the house of a fellow brother in Bergen, Norway, just when I was at prayer. I was shocked 
when I received a REVELATION. She was so clearly as if I would have read it in a book or a 
newspaper. 
Until now, I had not occupied me with the rapture or what seems like it, what would have my 
attention or my thoughts perhaps drawn to it. 
 
 I knew at once, at the same moment, that I should write down what I saw; but I did not know 
right away that it was a REVELATION of God. I was thinking that they were fantasy images 
of my own imagination! I tried everything to forget and  to escape the thoughts of it but I 
could not rest! To get out of this trouble, I prayed to God and asked him, 'Lord, I cannot 
remember everything but when it's your will, reveal it to me again and I will publish it! '  
 
About two weeks went by. Then I saw - it was at night, around 22.00hrs- again, for the 
second time, clearly this REVELATION. And now I had no doubt. I took a pencil and paper to 
hand and started to write down all events that took place before my eyes. I wrote until one 
o'clock in the morning. Then I was too tired and could not continue writing, I was already 79 
years old. So I asked God that he should let me rest, and if it was his will that I should write 
down everything, that he would allow me to be able  to experience the continuation the next 

https://www.gloria.tv/media/nsk1kMAwMm5


day. I lay down and fell asleep. After a week, at night like the last time, I experienced the rest 
of the Revelation and she began exactly where it was interrupted.  
 
This is a description of the REVELATION, as I experienced it and I expect that I can awaken 
your souls with it so that you  turn to God before last trumpet 'resounds.Olav Rodge 
 

In short: 

This prophet wrote that there will come a time that when you pronounce the name of Jesus, 
you will be sentenced to death. Children turn their parents in and deliver them to a certain 
death, as it is written In the Bible  (Luke 21:16 You will be betrayed, even by your parents 
and brothers, relatives and friends and some of you will be killed and you will be hated by all 
for my name's will '. 
 
He further wrote: “I do not have words to describe the horror that was happening before my 
eyes. But in the Book of Apocalypse, God has revealed to us that lamentations and woe ', 
and curse' will come upon us, and the wail of the unfortunate continues: 'Lord! Lord! Come 
and shorten these days ... '[Matt. 14:22] 
 
The Saints were snatched away from the earth. '-The Bride of Christ was led into heaven.' 
The people were now eager to hear the word of God but the Bible was now a closed book! A 
man was trying to explain to them but said, however: " I can only read the letters but I do not 
understand" . He gave the Bible to another man but also he said the same thing. That was 
for all those present too much and all began to complain and cry '... 
 
They were not "born again", they did not carry the seal of the promise and also not of a child 
of God. They had "no right of inheritance"! For them, the church was simply a society, a nice 
place to spend free hours with friends. But now these people were shouting "Lord. Open the 
door for us!" 
 
The contacts between East and West will be canceled .The Third World War is to be 
expected '. The announcement of the entry  of the death penalty for all who spoke the name 
of Jesus caused the greatest dismay. Yes, the hour had come when all over the world, the 
so-called "Christianity" was found guilty! That meant certain death and also for those who 
kept some reminiscent of Jesus Christ and his teachings in their homes. 
 
Especially from mission territories disappearances were reported of very many people. Olav 
reported about a woman, whose daughter Ruth suddenly disappeared. 'I just saw something 
shadowy that swiftly slipped along the wall.... From one moment to the next some colleagues 
disappeared as if they had agreed on it with each other  without leaving any message ... It 
was Jesus, yes it was He. He was the one who came for his people ... it is estimated that the 
total disappeared people count several hundreds of thousands, including many soldiers ... 
the number of people cannot be determined without leaving the slightest trace '.,  
 
Someone suggested - that at a sudden disappearance of a friend- slight mist has been seen 
and then nothing. A large number of people disappeared under the same mysterious 
circumstances! 'Until so far in short the announcement of Olav Rodge. 

================================================================ 



 

 

Remark red.: ‘It could involve an rapture on Earth from one place to another because of an 

impending major cleaning on Earth. G 

One of the last words in de Bible is the promise of our Lord: 'Yes, I'm coming soon!'.  [Rev. 
22:20] But before a great hardship will come upon the whole earth as she has not been since 
the beginning of the world until now, and will never be. [Jeremiah 30: 6,7] 
 
[Note: From 2015 the world's greatest migration started!] 
 
According to Daniel 9:27 this need will only last seven years, the second 3 ½ years of the 
seven years will be very unpleasant. And ... we're standing at the beginning of this terrible 
time. Jesus will give us the sign of His cross. And just in Revelation 22 [22 = means  the sign 
of the cross!]  the 22nd verse is missing!- [the nonexistent 22 verse].Why is especially here 
no closure with the 22nd verse in Revelation 22? We'll never know! The "missing verse," 
which of course is not missing! This might be a hidden encrypted indication of a possible 
return of the Lord. We do not know. These are just thoughts. But we must still remain 
‘”awake” always! 
 

The return of Jesus could possibly occur earlier - whole suddenly  - sooner than humanity 
does 'suspect'! The expected year might be for example In 2022, on the THIRD DAY! [I.e.: 
on the threshold of the 3rd millennium, the 3rd one thousand years after Chr.] For the Lord, 
1000 years takes only one day. A small calculation [only just a speculative thought !!!] makes 
that 2015 + 7 = 2022 and 2015+ 3½ = 2018 - 2019 - and since that time it could be a time of 
one of the greatest oppressions of all time [according to Daniel. [In 2015, a major world 
evacuation started!] We do not know whether this time, which Daniel speaks of is  applicable 
here! It appears so! 
 
 
 
 



In 1968 a Norwegian ninety-year-old woman got the following vision: 

Shortly before the Lord comes back, there will be a relaxation, such as we have never 
experienced before. There will be peace between the superpowers from East and West. 
Then there will be a lukewarm attitude build among Christians, without precedent. The waste 
of the true, living Christian faith. Just before Jesus returns, the Christians are no longer open 
to the Gospel. They want to hear no more, as before, about sin and grace, on law and 
Gospel, about repentance and conversion. 
 
Instead, a replacement is formed, a "happiness Gospel. It is about success, about material 
goods, things that God has never promised us. Churches, places of worship and free  
communities, will be phased out. There comes a moral decay. People are living together as 
married, without being married. Large impurity before marriage and infidelity in marriage will 
be quite normal. This will also happen in Christian circles. There will be television broadcasts 
that people have never experienced. The television will be full of violence. Violence will 
increasingly be seen as entertainment. We will see terrible scenes of murder and destruction. 
Also be bed scenes are presented. The most intimate things which only happen in marriage 
will be displayed on the screen.   
 
People from poor countries will flow to Europe. There will be so much, that people 
begin to find it annoying and treat them hard. They will be treated just as the Jews 
before the war. Then it is enough! 
 
 "Then, all of a sudden, ' the old woman decided her story, while the tears flowed down 
her cheeks, the third world war ' breaks out and Jesus comes back. It is a short war, in 
which nuclear weapons will be used. Those whose sins have been forgiven and who 
know Jesus as Savior and Lord are safe. ' So far her vision! 
 
 

 
 

Comment: The translation from Norwegian is unfortunately not quite correctly 

retrieved. 

 
 
 
 



It is certain that there will come a terrible time before the coming of Jesus  – and it doesn't 
matter much, how we calculate, no one knows this ' day 'yet. However, it will not take long 
anymore when Jesus will come. Before that, the many signs speak for themselves according 
to Matt. 24.  
 
What we do know is that every man must remain alert for himself ' for his soul and must 
always stay in connection with his spirit. That means to God, the father, our Lord, Who wants 
to live in us ', if we allow this. We should carry the cross after him says Jesus toJoseph and 
Rose in Ostracine [Egypt] – [youth of Jesus] – and at various places in the Bible. 

The Hebrew word for cross is:   

Ts = 90  [18. Hebrew sign] 
e = -- 
L = 30  [12. Hebrew sign] >>>>>>>>>>TseLeB   [Tsel en Leb] 
e = -- 
B = 02  [02. Hebrew sign] 
 
That is a total of 122. Each Hebrew character has a number according to the order. That is 
nothing special because the Romans had always applied them, what we see, for example on 
old houses whose years are indicated in Roman numbers such as X = 10, V = 5, L = 30, M = 
100. While the last letter of the Hebrew alphabet ends with a 22 character. T means cross 
[Taw]. 
 
About 2000 years ago, Jesus has taken on the cross for all mankind – but not for those 
people who wanted to live loose again without adhering to any commandment or prohibition! 
Jesus encourages us to bear his cross, both for yourself as for your neighbor.   
 
In the time of “tribulation” the Lord will take away the believers to heaven' [John 14:1] – 
[note: this can also mean through the sky !] The antichrist will reveal itself according to 
Revelation 3:10.It becomes quite clear that not everyone will experience the ' hour of 
temptation '. Enoch was carried away before the flood and only a few [8 guests] were 
preserved all that time. In Revelation 3:10 we are promised that we will be spared for this 
hour that will certainly come across the World. This could perhaps be related to ' the 
Rapture'. "Come up here! '' describes Revelation 4:1. A few chapters further ,John writes on 
Patmos on the ' martyrs ' who call for revenge and use statements which we know from the 
Psalms (a form of religion from the East!) – Revelation. 6:9-11 
 
Math 24:21 For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been from the beginning 
of the world until now, no, and never will be. 

There will be two appointed prophets of God but they will bring many plagues on the Earth. 

[Revelation 11:1-13]. The animal, the upcoming Roman ruler [the Pope!] should not be  

worshiped. Revelation. 13:8. In 12:5 the Rapture is emphatically highlighted. See below 1 

Thess. 4:15-17 and 1 Cor. 15:52 and as in Matthew 24:40-42.  

The second coming of Jesus will be like a lightning which extends from the East to the West. 

[26, 27]. With the call of the trumpet, multitudes of radiant Angels will surround the Earth 

globe and they will collect their selected few by the four winds. Then the faithful will be led 

away in the air! ' [40] 

Jeremiah 4:23, 25:33 and Revelation. 20 are here to read as source! There will soon come a 

time with a false peace. And when one says: peace and security ... then, all the sudden, it 

strikes! [1 Thess. 5:2].  



This Rapture was also known to the disciples of Jesus  when they were expelled by him to 

practice his teachings among the people. So is the story of the air travel of Judas described 

in the Great Gospel of John 1-164:9-10 and 2-96:6. 

Note: We but do not know whether this Rapture will take place soon in this tribulation 

time or at the end of a thousend years or after unprecedented time when the Earth melts 

from her matter. According to Olav Rodge, this will happen soon [or the 'little Raptures']. 

This on the basis of a number of important biblical texts; which are very worth while 

reading and consider them in relation to the coming 'Raptures. He will return at the 

beginning of the 3rd great world day - [right after the first two thousand years] 

1 Thess 4: 17 -Then, we who are still left alive will be caught up with them in the clouds to 
meet the Lord in the sky. And so we will be with the Lord forever. 
 
2 Kings 2:11-As they were walking along and talking together, suddenly a chariot of fire and 
horses of fire appeared and separated the two of them and Elijah went up to heaven in a 
whirlwind. 
 
Gen.1:24 -1 Moses. 5:24: And while he lived a divine life, God took him and he was no 
longer seen. 
 
Hebr.11:5 -By faith Enoch was taken from this life so that he did not experience death: "He 
could not be found, because God had taken him away." For before he was taken, he was 
commended as one who pleased God. 
 
Rev. 11:12-Then they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, “Come up here!” And 
they went up to heaven in a cloud, and their enemies watched them. 
 
Rev.3:11- I am coming soon. Hold on to what you have, so that no one will take your crown. 
 
2 Peter 3:7 -By the same word the present heavens and earth are reserved for fire, being 
kept for the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men. 
 
2 Peter 3:10 -But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the 
heavens shall pass away with a great noise and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, 
the earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up. 
 

Revelation 22 has 21 verses - perhaps it is a more plausible idea to think that the Lord 

just wants to reveal himself VISIBLE for all eyes, in verse 22 of the New Reveltions.[ 

The non-existing verse! But now as HIMSELF!] Maybe in the year 2022. That he shows 

himself  alive to those who are open to it [as the Bible, as the WORD of God] and meet 

Him as the bride to the groom. The 'end of time' is a new time: a time in which again a 

connection  takes place with our Creator – internally and externally. Joh. 14:3 - and if 

I'm going to give you the site, so I want to come back and take you to me,  so that you 

are where I am. 

 
2 Peter 3:8 -With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years are like a 
day. 
 
Psalm 90:4 -For a thousand years in Your sight Are like yesterday when it passes by, Or as a 
watch in the night. 



 
John 14:3 -And since I’m going away to prepare a place for you, I’ll come back again and 
welcome you into my presence, so that you may be where I am. 
 
Jeremiah 30:7 -Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it. It is even the time of Jacob’s 
trouble, but he shall be saved out of it. 
 
Zeph.1:15 -That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and distress, a day of waste and 
desolation, a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and thick darkness, 
 
Daniel 12:1 - At that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince who stands for the children 
of your people; and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a 
nation even to that same time: and at that time your people shall be delivered, everyone who 
shall be found written in the book. 
 
Rev.3:10 -  Because you kept my command to endure, I also will keep you from the hour of 
testing  which is to come on the whole world, to test those who dwell on the earth. 
 

Wilfried Schlätz [WS] writes about it: 
 
"Up to the time, this whole earth resolves in the fire. Because, as at the time of Noah's you 
are free and can be used free and don't worry about the voice of my arisen, I will keep these 
but then just in a moment of this earth, and those with all the destructive fire reveal about 
their favorites, to which the current unrepentant world people themselves will contribute the 
they. And behold, this will be the last meal on this earth.  
 
Because according to the Jakob Lorber-texts, about 40% of humanity will survive the Earth 
and that by the genuine, loving and very wisest Jesus -Jehovah-ZEBAOTH He all immature 
souls in the afterlife let ripen further in the appropriate spheres, suitable for them [schools] 
and does not dissolve the immature not with violence, then a physical Rapture of the Earth is 
totally unnecessary! (WS) 
 
In the extreme emergency is at the most, a movement to another safe place on Earth 
possible because the spirits of nature will set a large area on Earth on fire! (WS)  
 
Only at the final end of the entire Earth as world body (duration: millions of years) at the very 
last fire on this earth, it will come to a Soul ' movement ', that is, that the pure people and the 
good ones will be transferred -as with Enoch and Elijah-by a sudden exalting of their bodies 
to their spiritual heaven- homes in the hereafter. 
 
' Until then, in which time the entire earth will be solved by the fire. Because, as at the time of 
Noah they will make love and will be made love to and are not interested at all to hear the 
voice of my prophets; These people, however, I will remove directly, in one moment, of this 
earth and reveal this and such person with all his darlings to the all-devastating fire, those 
who are originated by the then unrepentant world-people will help themselves the most.’And 
see, that will be the last Justice on earth!’. 
 

 

 

 



          The Individuality of our nature-soul 

     From Wilfried Schlätz 

1.Assumption: The structure of the human 

2.1.Question: I have a question to my soul for a long time. Before the "fall of the spirits", was 

I also a Trichotomy (triplets) consisting of my soul (as outside- body)from my not yet fallen 

spirit and a pure spirit? 

2.2.Answer:  

2.2.1. We originally had a pure spirit (light from the 3rd development stage or Level) from 

Lucifer when he was still pure. As he fell, his pure spirit went out of the light of the 3rd level 

into the light of the second level but also his pure spiritual spark within every one of us went 

along from the light of the 3rd level to the second level of the light and tore us down 

The Lord removed now all this fallen spiritual light sparks from us  [now consisting of the light 

of the second development level] and bestowed with Adam, to every man a whole new pure 

spiritual spark from the light of the third development level as a new higher I, as with Zorel 

and now also with us, that has to grow up and dominate and modifies the rebirth of the SOUL 

(human spirit + nature spirit) and as the highest achievement of the Old Testament as well. 

2.2.2. Jezus via Jakob Lorber (JL): 

2.2.2.–1. [GGJ.04_035,02] The less perfect a planet is, in the same degree his emigrants are 
also weaker. They have to endure a lesser life test but their souls can be harmed more 
extensively. Nevertheless, they have a strong primeval life germ in them, if awoken in the 
right manner, then these souls are soon back in a full life order. 
 
[GGJ.04_035,03] Finally, most often, there are souls who descended from this earth since 
the primordial beginning. They are the most actual to be called to the childhood of God, are 
the weakest and can on their own easily become totally corrupted; but this is also not that 
easily possible, because for every one hundred there are one or two strong souls from 
above, by whom the weak souls are hindered and protected to become completely 
corrupted. Even if there are already very lost sheep among them then in time they will be 
found again. 
 
[GGJ.04_035,04]Yet every soul -no matter how weak, helpless, utterly confused and 
depraved in itself - has within it the primal life-germ which can never be corrupted. If in the 
proper course of time the soul has been brought to a stage where its innermost primal life 
element can be awakened, it is blessed forthwith, strong in love and wisdom in all things. It 
is then also a child of the Most High in the same way as an angel incarnate or a soul from a 
central sun, a lesser planetary sun or from some other dark and as such lightless earth 
globe, of which there are more in the vast expanses of space than there is sand in the seas 
and grass on the earth.   
 
2.2.2.–2.  [GGJ.04_052,12] Behold, Zinka, this is what the friend has spoken, and inside 
myself it gets strangely bright, and I start to notice, as if something starts to stir in my heart; 
and what is stirring, is a light, and the light has a form in the heart like an embryo in the 
mother’s womb. It is completely clear, I see it. But now it gets bigger and mightier! Ah, what a 
marvelous and completely pure light this is! This is most likely the actual life-flame out of 



God in the true heart of man! Yes, yes, this is it! It still grows continuously and, oh, it does 
me so good! 
 
2.2.2.–3.  [GGJ.04_053,01] (Zorel:) “Ah, my inner life-light gets tremendously strong; it 
already penetrates all my intestines! Oh, how pleasing is this light for my whole being! I see it 
now in the form of a four-year-old child with an extremely friendly expression! And it must be 
very wise; since it looks like a most purely thought small god, but not like a fantasy god of the 
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans but like a wondrous effigy of the true God of the Jews! It is 
an effigy of the true divinity! 
 
2.2.2.–4.  [GGJ.04_053,10] But now my inner light-person is as big as I’m myself, and 
strange, I’m starting to get sleepy and my friend tells me to rest on the green and odorous 
lawn! I will do so!” 
  
2.2.2.–5.  [GGJ.04_054,08] But now you surely have seen or rather observed real lively by 
the monologue of Zorel, that in his soul another inner light-person out of the heart of the 
soul started to sprout, to whom the soul stands in the same relationship, as the material body 
to the soul. Now, this light-person in this his soul as his jointed garment, never before 
received any strengthening whatsoever; he was lying in the heart of the soul like the egg in 
the woman without the male stimulation, excitement and awakening. By this very treatment 
the actual primordial life germ became stimulated, excited and awakened for the moment 
by My and Zinka’s word, and since this has happened to him, he started to grow for as long 
as his entire soul, which is his garment, was filled with his pure spiritual being. 
 

2.2.2.–6.  [DTT.01_021,19] Besides that, you are still greatly mistaken if you think that 
spirit and soul are one and the same thing.   

And besides, you are very mistaken if you think that Spirit +3 [= the entire pure Spirit from the 

light of the 3rd level as of our higher I] and Soul (+2+1) [=human spirit +2 [our Everyday- I from 

the light of the second level] plus nature soul +1 (our lower I from the light of the first level) are 

one and the same! 

The Soul(+2+1) [humanspirit+ 2 plus natural soul + 1] with men is the Sprititual  Product from the 

Matter0, because in the matter are only condemned spirits present that wait on their 

redemption. The pure spirit +3 [= the higher I from the light of Level 3] is never convicted. 

Every person has his own spirit+3,that was given directly by god which does everything, 

takes care of everything and guides everything in the becoming human but that connects 

itself only then with the soul (+2+1) into a single whole, when completely out of free will is fully 

recognized and accepted that it passed into the divine order, whereby the soul also has 

become pure spirit. 

2.2.2.–7.  [EM.01_053,12] On the other hand, human beings have an infinite advantage: they 
possess a mighty [very pur] spirit+3  from God, with which they can, if they only wish to, fend 
off this wickedness and thus become consummate children of God. 
 

[EM.01_053,14] Behold, it is a disadvantage for human beings to be on Earth because they 
live so close to the most evil of all spirits, who causes human beings so much anguish. On 
the other hand, human beings have an infinite advantage: they possess a mighty spirit+3  
from God with which they can, if they only wish to, fend off this wickedness and thus become 
consummate children of God. 
 
 
3.1.Question: After the fall  my human mind was "captured" and my soul ' disassembled 'in 
her primal matter. My soul had  later the opportunity through catharsis by matter to collect 



herself back together. Now to my question: Is my soul as a whole (after the catharsis of the 
matter) in the same composition as before my fall? 

3.2.Answer: 

3.2.1. Our human spirit (= our daily I-conditions), now back from the light of the 2nd 

development Level sank at the time from the 2nd light to the light of the first development 

Level but retained its composition and its Primal individuality = unique composition of 

numerous intelligence particles (from the light of the 2nd Level and after the fall from the light 

of the 1st Level).  

3.2.2. our natural soul (= our lower I) originally from the Light of Level 1[ developmentstage], 

sank down to the light of the 0-Level=matter and splintered into countless individual 

intelligence-particles from the 0-light, i.e. matter from the fallen human spirit which now came 

from the light of the first development stage [1Level] had now, in endless times involved 

searching together his individual scattered particles [the material specifica of his former 

complete nature soul] from the original light of  Level 1. He was thereby purified and slowly 

rose again into the light of the first level and proceeded to the original light of the second 

level   

3.2.3.  The material scattered [fragmented] specifics of our condensed to matter nature-soul 

were purified in the countless Steps [Levels] of mineral, plant and animal again to light 

Level1. and the original nature-soul before the fall fromwas reunited to light Level1. 

Because it has exactly the same specifica as before the fall, she also has exactly the same 

primal individuality with our  face and can now with our also purified human spirit (= our 

everyday ICH) be United by light of level 1 tot the light of Level 2 

Then the Lord, as was already mentioned above, will plant a completely new pure spirit +3 

from light 3 in our human spirit + 2 = planted as our conscience (as our higher self) with 

which we will shall become one and that then this will dominate (as with Zorel at the height of 

his sleep as he, for short time, spoke like a perfect Angel of the old heaven), so that by the 

rebirth of the soul, i.e. the highest perfection of the OT, was reached. 

====================================================================== 

Does humanity descend from Adam, or?... 
Swedenborgians claim something else!  
 
 

' And God created man to His image; to the image of God he created him; male 
and female  he created them ";  
' Because, 'says Swedenborg,' because man is finite, he can only be created 
from finite things. That is why the book of creation said that Adam was made 
from Earth and from the dust thereof, to which he also was named Adam [red.: 
Adamah = Earth] because Adam means Earth’... 
 
Dr. E. E. Lungerich writes in the Essay on Swedenborg under the lead: the 
cosmology of Swedenborg –Edition83 –  October 2013: 
 



 'Because this creation took place in different areas of our Earth at the same 
time, it is clear, that there originated different human races; thus they did not 
come from one single pair. 
 
This witnesses also Genesis, where it says: "he created them male and female" 
and later on Cain, son of Adam who went abroad "where he married and he had 
a sign on himself so that all those who found him could not defeat him". 
So, Adam and Eve were not only a  single couple, continues Lungerich, where 
all people are coming from but they were only the archetype of a couple for all 
people on Earth who had developed in this era to the highest Level of honesty 
from which she later, nevertheless, fell down gradually  to a lower spiritual 
level. 
 
He cited [Lungerich] that it is a fact  that all plants are similar to each other but 
that doesn't prove yet,  that one plant sprouted from the other plant  but only 
that they all have balls of ether as a soul. The fact that all animals look 
substantially similar proves not that one animal came from another animal and 
nor that man had emerged from it as their offspring but only that the animals 
have the same kind of soul namely, one consisting of magnetic balls. The fact 
that all people look alike does not prove that they all have the same kind of 
soul, namely the one consisting of balls [red. Note: planet!] shaped from the 
spiritual atmosphere’. 
 

Remark:To my opinion, The New Revelations through Jakob Lorber and the 
Bible teach us the exact opposite namely that all people come from Adam.  

 
That Kajin went to another country and married someone else could, due to the 
fact that, when he left – he was  a few hundred years old – and in such a long 
period of time, more than one people can possibly arise. [But where does it say 
that he married elsewhere?]  
 
Kajin was born at 101 A. Adam and after 200 years old [ca. 320 n. Adam] he fled 
to Nod. But before he fled, he was already married and had children. At that 
time there was no incest in the family and everything was still very pure and a 
cousin could marry with a niece which also occurred frequently then. Not much 
later, this was no longer possible [also a wonderful theme to write about!] and 
Moses had to draw up laws for this!  
 

I have addressed the Swedenborg Foundation on it and I said, that a serious 
error was made. However, they referred me to the Catechism, prepared from 
the literature of Swedenborg but  I could not find anything in it, which of what 
they held me before the eyes. However, in order to get more clarity about the 
history of KAJIN, here a detailed description about what the Lord through 
Jakob Lorber describes in the book: ' The household of God, part 1, that 
describes. 
 
The fratricide of Cain on his brother Abel must have been in the year 3831 BC, 
because in 3231 BC said Adam to his wife Eva: ' and you, mother Eva, behold, 
... for those, which you now see, we lamented for 600 years is back in Enoch 



[Household of God 1-48-25]. According to Hannelore Winkler in her new book ' 
Neues Wort ', Abel was 218 years old  at the time of his murder. 
 
In 3831 BC.  [320 A. Adam], when, Kajin was about 219 years old, the Lord 
pointed him and his family to the dry bottom of the Caspian Lake which is now 
a Sea. This flight lasted three days and nights. Kajin had already 10 sons who 
Adam and Eve have known perfectly well. At first Kajin fled to the garden of 
Eden, a beautiful little hill country full of the best fruits and he liked it there and 
wanted to stay there permanently.  
But when he saw a man with a grim look and a stone in his hand, he 
understood that he could not stay there and he fled to a large plain lowland. He 
oversaw his actions – met his brother Abel as Angel-spirit and prayed 
afterwards to the Lord in largest mourning.  In response Kajin got: ' see I want 
to give you a certain amount of time, up to two thousand years. [ to 1830 BC) 
[Red. Note: in order to protect his descendants until that time!]  
 
And so two independent cultures developed from this period where one culture 
stayed in the mountains of Caucasus [e.g. including the current Georgia]  
[Adam with his people!] and the others in the low Plains of among other  
Turkestan [Kajin]. 
 
Only a year later [ 321 A. Adam] the Sovereign Kajin begot with his wife Ahar 
an eleventh son in Nod and gave him the name ' Enoch '. [= the honor of Kajin].  
The question here is with who were these 10 sons [+ Enoch] married? Kajin 
would also have had daughters? However, this is not mentioned. 
 
Kajin built a city for Hanoch with a castle, that lasted 60 years. He wanted 
justice but had banished the love and did not think of, that without love there 
exists no justice. He gave the city to his eleventh son Enoch and commanded 
him to respect all the prescribed laws to his discretion. The 77-year-old Prince 
Enoch turned out to be a great tyrant. All had to bow before him and even 
work, including his father Kajin and mother Ahar. Kajin was even threatened 
with death and had to flee for Enoch. His 10 older sons stayed behind at their 
brother Enoch and served him as counselors. Kajin fled with his further 4 
descendants and wife to the Persian Gulf. He prayed to God in his desperation. 
The Lord send him an Angel [his brother Abel] and this changed Kajin, on the 
banks of the sea in a black color.  
His hair became curly. And so the Angel Abel spoke: ATHEOPE ' Brother, now 
you are free from any debt. So did Kajin escape his persecutors who was on 
his heels. By ship he fled over the Arabian Sea and landed after 40 days on a 
large island. From there, all his offspring populated all islands in the Indian 
Ocean. Kajin is the ancestor in Africa, America and Australia. His tribe, the 
blacks- on the southern hemisphere- survived  the flood. [source Household of 
God 1-22-25] 
 
Not Adam, Eve and Methuselah were the oldest people on Earth in a human 
body but KAJIN [ATHEOPE] who lived more than 1077 years in his body and 
after that he was renewed again by the Lord. He knew Noah, Abraham, Moses, 
all the prophets and Melchizedek, the high priest. He witnessed even the birth 
of Jesus. And behold, as he STILL lives in a natural and spiritual way, hidden 



on a small island in the middle of the great seas that a mortal NEVER will find, 
as the first OBSERVER of all our doings!!! ...... This history is given to us to 
think about ourselves.  [Household of God 1-25] 
 
================================================================ 

 
 

But I say yet more unto you: you are aware of how, as always was, there also are prophets 
today and there always shall be to the end of the world and to every nation upon Earth, 
regardless of which faith. Because through the prophets alone, regardless of whether all ties 
between Heaven and Earth may have already been severed, a secret bond nevertheless is 
kept up which no dark power is capable of breaking (GGJ.01_141,01) 
 

About true and false prophets as well as the ' new Word ' of Jesus by 
Klaus Opitz (brief summary)  (Kurzfassung) 
 

     from Klaus Opitz 
 
 
In the writings of the New Revelations are many statements about the keyword prophets,: 
seers, writers, spirits, real and false prophets, major and minor prophets, even the 
spiritualists are not forgotten. 
 
What concerns ‚“The Great Justice‘, Jesus Himself comes now back to us through His new 
Reveltions to bring back His real teaching: "…and so that no falsification of the human 
side occurs, I dictate now, therefore Myself to my writer what I want to believed and 
succeeded by the people '.   
  
A small passage through the mentioned keywords: 
 
Influences by Spirits 
Real and false prophets  
Major and minor prophets of the purification-time 
The New Revelations  
About the return of Jesus 
  
 



 Influences by spirits   
 
"now, in the era in which you live,add next to my announcements [by Jakob Lorber, 
Leopold Engel, Gottfried Mayerhofer] also the announcements of my spirit-world which I 
admit, whereby many sleepers will awakened and be enabled to think about things 
which they formerly had never dared to dream ... 
  
At the time (the lifetime of Jesus) My Teaching was a new one and founded on the 
already existing Teaching [OT] self explanatory and to the correct understanding of the 
spiritual world; now, where the world is close to the abyss of the utmost selfishness, 
the renewed same teaching must come back but with other means and in other ways!  
 
After humanity could not be saved from ist decay by ordinary means, I allowed that my 
spiritual world must accomplish what was not possible for the human. (Gospel of John 
Chapter 19, verse 14-16) 
So was this widespread 'spiritualism‘ as you call it, born. [Spiritualism comes from the 
Lat.‘Spirit. The general opinion is, that this hast to do with the conection of living people with ' 
spirits of deceased persons!] 
 
…… There still hasn’t come a spirit to you, who discussed this with you in 
enlightening explanation and opened your eyes so that you could see the world and 
all the universe Spiritualy. And do you know why?  Because these spirits, who wander 
on your Earth so far, usually only know what hey knew during life and therefore often 
now much less than yourselves. 
 
Firs, become spiritual and noble people and you will attract other greater spirits which 
may allow you to take a glimpse into the Great Realm; but you must bring your own 
spiritual eyes; sitting on the bench of a classroom is far from enough! ... 
 
Therefore take it up for the mentioned reasons,my children! Do you want to achieve a proper 
ultimate goal with your spiritualistic (mental) goal, start with it, so that you learn to understand 
my voice in your hearts when this speaks counseling, warning and comforting to you and 
then you will, as you will find noble spirits, also find seeking fellow human beings and to 
provide them than pure heavenly bread but in such a way: to give something, you must 
first have owned it yourself !  
"Your writers, musicians, draftsman and still less your physical or test-'Medium' will never be 
able to give because they themselves are hungry for spiritual food and do not know, 
where this can be found  when I do not reach the hand to it '.  (From: "the religion of the 
future" (Secrets of life) Gottfried Mayerhofer) 
 
Real and false Prophets 

[GGJ.05_140,05] ’According to outer appearance, the difference between a concealed lie 
and a concealed truth is certainly not easily noticeable, just as a genuine miracle can only 
be distinguished with difficulty or not at all by a pure, little experienced worldly 
understanding from the false one. Because a genuine miracle for the worldly understanding 
cannot be checked at all and the magicians and the false prophets let their miracles be 
checked by the people, just as little as you let yours be checked. But exactly for that reason 
there should never be any lie among you, no matter how small, or any deception no matter 
how small, no room left so that on the Earth there is an institute for ever in which alone only 
the truth reigns and there would be an enduring measuring stick of the world, in order to 
recognize the true gold of all truth from the false gold well and easily!’ 

[GGJ.05_140,06] ‘If that is not mastered then, in a few years after Me there will already be 
a surprising number of false prophets and miracle-workers who will transform this 



religion of Mine entirely. They, the false ones, will indeed also use My name; but their 
religion will not resemble Mine in the least and our miracles will be of a recognizably 
deceptive type to you and make very many into firm converts of the false prophets.’  

[GGJ.03_204,10] ‘But how can one nevertheless tell a false prophet from a genuine 
one? Quite easily: in their fruit!‘  

[GGJ.03_204,11] For one cannot gather grapes and figs from thorns and thistles!  

[GGJ.03_204,12] The genuine prophet will never and impossibly be selfish, and any 
arrogance will be foreign to him. He will probably gratefully accept whatever good and noble 
hearts give him; but he will never demand fees of anyone because he knows that this is an 
abomination to God and because God can keep His servants very well! 
 
[GGJ.03_204,13] But the false prophet will allow himself to be paid for every step and deed 
and for every so-called divine act for the simulated and lied good of humanity. The false 
prophet will thunder on about the judgment of God and even judge in the name of God with 
fire and sword; but the genuine prophet will judge no-one, but only advise the sinner to 
repent and will make no difference between large and small and between respected and 
non-respected  people. For only God means anything to him and God‟s word – everything 
else is a vain madness for him. 
 
[GGJ.03_204,14] There will never be a contradiction in the true prophet’s speech; but bring 
speech of the false prophet into the light and it will be crawling with contradictions. No-one 
can ever offend the true prophet, he will bear everything like a lamb, whatever the world 
may do to him; he will only rise up in fiery anger against lies and arrogance and beat them 
down. 

[GGJ.03_204,15] The false prophet is constantly a deadly enemy of every truth and every 
better progress in thought and indeed; no-one but he should know anything or have any 
experience so that everyone is always and in all things forced to seek expensive advice from 
him for money. 

[GGJ.03_204,16] The false prophet thinks only about himself; God and His order are 
annoying and laughable things in which he has not even the smallest spark of faith, therefore 
he can make a god out of wood and stone with the lightest conscience in the world, however 
he likes. That then such a god can easily work wonders for the thoroughly blind people 
through the hands of the false prophet will be very easily understood!” 
 
[GGJ.09_185,07] And he who wants to distinguish with little effort a false prophet from 
a true prophet and teacher who was called by Me should look at his works. 
 
[GGJ.09_185,08] What man can hide least of all from the eyes of his fellowmen are his 
selfishness and the pursuit of profit. To satisfy that he soon and visibly will leave nothing 
untried to reach the goal for which his heart has an indestructible love. 
 
[GGJ.09_185,09] Therefore, let the false prophets never receive might or outer 
reputation! For once they have reached that, it soon will look extremely dark again among 
the people, and you will have a hard battle to fight against them.” 
 
[GGJ.09_185,14] From now on (Life of Jesus) for nearly 2000 years countless many 
seers and prophets will be awakened, while at the same time even a bigger number of 
false prophets and even highly haughty, power-hungry and all love bare false Christs will 
rise. But also the judgments will continue and there will seldom be a ruler who because of his 
darkness will not together with his people, have to endure a severe judgment. 
 



[GGJ.09_185,15] Towards the end of the indicated period, I will awaken even bigger 
prophets and with them also the judgments will increase and become more 
widespread. There will occur great earthquakes and very destructible storms of elements, 
large price increases, wars, famine, pestilence and many other disasters, and as I have 
already remarked earlier, faith will - except for a very few - not be among the people and will 
be frozen in the ice of the people’s haughtiness and one nation will attack the other. 
 
[GGJ.09_185,16] The people will be warned through seers and special signs in the sky, of 
which only a few of Mine will take note of while the world-people will only regard this as 
effects of nature and spit on those who still believe in Me. 
 
[GGJ.09_185,17] Thereupon the greatest revelation through My repeated return to this 
earth *] will take place; but this revelation will already be preempted by the greatest 
and sharpest judgement and be followed by a general thinning of the world-people 
through fire and its projectiles, so that I Myself can establish a completely different 
plant-school for true people on this earth, which then will last until the end of times of 
this earth.  
*) the personal return of Jesus in the material help-body as between the Resurrection and 
Ascension. 
  
 
Major and minor prophets of the purification-time. 
 
[GGJ.06_176,06] The vines in the vineyard, are the actual people of this earth who are the 
shoots which have to be worked on. They do not have an agreement with me but they are 
there to be treated so that they bare God the Lord good fruit. 
 
[GGJ.06_176,07] All the [true] prophets however, like you are now, according to their 
[Apostles] souls are not from this earth, but they are hired workers from above and have 
signed up front a fixed contract with Me for the attainment of the childhood of God, which 
is only possible on this earth. 
 
[GGJ.06_176,08] All the great prophets from the beginning until now, you are included [in 
regards on the terrestrial period of Jesus], who received a Great Revelation, are the workers 
hired first for the vineyard of the Lord. {matht.20,01-02} 
 
[GGJ.06_176,09] The small prophets who only have to do half the work, namely the 
maintenance of the once given Great Revelations, are those, who will come in My name 
after you, they will also receive certain small Revelations and do some prophesying from it, 
but the strength and power which I will give to you, they will not possess. They will have the  
same reward as you since their faith has to be stronger; for they do not see all the things you 
are seeing and experiencing now, their voluntary faith will be credited to them to a higher life 
reward. If they then will obtain the same reward as you, think that it was more difficult for 
them to believe what now takes place for the salvation of all creatures, since they were not 
witnesses of everything like you are. {math. 20,03-05} 
 
[GGJ.06_176,10] Finally in later times again shortly before another big judgement, seers 
will be awakened and being allowed, who will have the short, difficult task, to purify the 
teaching which became unclean, so that it is preserved and is not rejected by brighter 
thinking mankind as an old priesthood deception. These third kind of workers in My 
vineyard will not act through great miracles but will only work by means of the pure word 
and the script, without receiving any other striking revelation, except the inner, living word 
in feelings and thoughts in their hearts, and they will be full of the clear and reasonable 
faith and will thus without miracle deeds raise the withered people-shoots of My vineyard and 
will then receive from Me also the same reward which you have received as workers for a full 



day; since they will encounter it as much more difficult to believe what more then, a thousand 
years ago, happened here. {mah.20,06-14} 
 
[GGJ.06_176,11] If thus the large Revelations are quite far separated from each other, God 
will  also take care of that always and immediately newly awakened seers will come to the 
people as soon as the teachings of the Great Revelations start to become impure in anyway 
and this is done in such a way that the free will of man is not forced. This is the reason why 
the Great Revelations are given seperated in time so that the people can move even more 
freely with their free will. 
 
[GGJ.06_176,12] If at the end of the world the people are diverted too far from their spiritual 
path,.Tthen of course there is no other alternative then to launch another large Revelation, 
which of course always has a judgment behind it, because it is itself a suffering judgment for 
the people. For as long you do not put fire to the dead wood, it will not burn; however 
the fire will ignite it. And see, what the fire is for the wood, a large revelation is for 
man. - Do you understand this now?” 
  
The New Revelations. 

[GGJ.03_015,06] I say,… “That has also been taken care of! For after Me the gate to 
heaven remains open and what we are discussing now will still be heard after a 
thousand years and written down as if it was happening before the eyes of those who will 
walk the Earth almost two thousand years after us; and wherever there is a doubt one can 
receive advice from heaven. For as a consequence every man will have to be taught by God 
and whoever is not taught by God will not enter the enlightened kingdom of truth.” 
 
‘Do you know why I, Myself, communicate to you My will through My servants and 
scribes? 
The reason why My direct messages have been flowing more abundantly during the past few 
years than they did in former times and why I am giving you so much bread from the 
heavens, as has not happened since I lived on earth, is the fact that the time is now 
approaching when the world will reach its culmination in erring and deviation from My 
original creational purpose.  [The lords Sermons 1-26] 
 
In those days the spreading of My teaching was more difficult, but today, through the 
invention of the art of printing [Internet], the spreading of My teaching is by far easier, so 
that the brilliance of My eternal light of love and grace can be carried to wherever the 
darkness of the worldly power threatens to assert itself.[The Lord Sermons 1-26] 
 
Now I will open the eyes of the unbelievers and explain to the literalists the true 
meaning of My Bible, so that nobody can use the excuse that he had not known the 
truth and could blame me whilst he alone is to blame. Therefore, be strong you few who, 
scattered throughout the countries, are still keeping My pearls in your hearts! Put your trust 
in Me!  (The Lord Sermons 1.01_026,20) 
 
At the time of Jesus ' life on Earth he himself has already announced the New 
Revelation: 
 
 ‘But you, as the first fundamental pillars of My teaching, must by yourself secretly know 
more than all the others together, so that you after a while surely not be tempted to renegade 
from this My teaching’. [GGJ.04_112,03] 
 
Nevertheless, all this will still not get lost and if a thousand and nearly again thousand 
of years has passed and My teaching has been completely buried in the dirtiest 
matter, I will during that time again awaken men (Jakob Lorber und Leopold Engel), who 



conscientious will write down word-for-word in a large book ("The great Gospel of John" 
10 volumes by Jakob Lorber, band 11 by Leopold Engel), what has been discussed here by 
you and Me and will be given to the world whereby many eyes will be opened again!” 
[GGJ.04_112,04] 
 
To Jakob Lorber 
 
Nota bene: You, My servant and writer (Jakob Lorber), now think, that I did not mention it at 
that time?! Do you also want to become weak in your faith as you are still weak in your 
flesh?! See, I say it to you, that I even gave your name and names of a few others to 
Cyrenius and Kornelius, even your and multiple other names have specified and who are 
now the joyful witnesses of everything that I tell you in the pen. But at the end I also will 
give to you the names (were not recorded) who from now on in two-thousand years will 
write down and do even greater things than you are know! (2000 years after Jakob 
Lorber, i.e. in the year 3864 after Chr. and there will be until the next, even bigger Revelation 
of Jesus)- Remember this for the time being and write down everything in full faith! 
[GGJ.04_112,05] 
 
To Leopold Engel 
 
"Jesus awakened in 1840 Jakob Lorber and told after many other works from August 2 
1851 all that (without the last half year of preparation on the passion in Ephrem and without 
the passion itself), what happened and was mentioned at that time in his presence, through 
his heart in the pen whereby the first ten volumes of the great Gospel of John were created. 
(1.GEJ to 10.GEJ). 
 
Jesus awakened then in 1891 Leopold Engel and told everything that was happening to 
him and what was mentioned in the last six months (Ephrem and passion) in his 
presence,and Leopold wrote it down through his heart and created.Band 11 of the Great 
Gospel of John (The 11.GGJ)." (Wilfried Schlätz) 
 
Nevertheless, all this (what Jesus has spoken and had done in his three years of 
apprenticeship) yet will still not get lost, and if a thousand and nearly again thousand of years 
has passed and My teaching has been completely buried in the dirtiest matter, I will during 
that time again awaken men (at least two: Jakob Lorber and Leopold Engel), who 
conscientious will write down word-for-word in a large book what has been discussed here by 
you and by Me, and will be given to the world, by which many eyes will be opened again!” 
[GGJ.04_112,04] 
 
So I also will awaken men [at least two, Jakob Lorber and Leopold Engel] from time to time 
to whom which I all that now is this my presence I will say by means of their heart to the 
pen, everything that now during My presence, is, happens and is being discussed. What will 
then be written once will in a short time of a few weeks and days be multiplied in many 
thousands of copies in a very artful manner which will be very well known by the people of 
that time, and so they can be conveyed to the people. And since the people of that time will 
almost generally know how to read and write, they also will be able to read and understand 
those new books [the great Gospel (John)] themselves can even probably also read and 
understand. [GGJ.04_112,05] 
 
To Gottfried Mayerhofer  
 
Jesus: Now behold, my son (Gottfried Mayerhofer), for years I operate Me through you, to 
explain the visible world, as you they've been looking for. Many explanations came through 
your pen to many seeking souls.I covered you the veil of creation secrets like your 
predecessor in this writing job has entrusted you [Jakob Lorber]. I made you aware of the 



importance what in your eyes sometimes seems insignificant. All this was done for each 
accordingt to his needs and according to its individuality,to receive food or "bread from 
heaven" and that he should choose to enjoy, and then finally at the end he recognizes Me 
and love Me '. (Gottfried Mayerhofer, "the religion of the future" The Secrets of life)  
 
"... That is precisely why I have Seers as new prophets aroused according to another 
thought, that my Word should ever given to the people unadulterated, so that here no 
falsification of human side occurs, and therefore I dictate now my writers myself, what I 
want  the people believed and want to be followed ' (Gottfried Mayerhofer, "Does the 
Catholic or Protestant Church or my actual Church stands closer to me? ' (Secrets of Life)  
 
About the return of Jesus 
 
…‘And look, a lot of people on the whole Earth who nowadays are as if seized by a deep 
sleep by all kinds of laziness and darkness of life, must thus be led into a heavy stormy 
movement until they can be awakened after a long series of periods of time to a point where 
in this awakened condition they finally begin to feel what they are lacking!” [GGJ.08_162,18]  
 
When such a condition will take place among men, also the time will have come to 
give them what they are lacking. Only during such a time I will come back again 
among the people in this world, and then I will do generally what I am now doing more 
specifically for only a few witnesses. I put now the seed into the soil, and by doing that 
I am not bringing peace among men, but the sword for the battle and for great fights 
and wars. [GGJ.08_162,19] 
 
Only the person who will accept My teaching and will live accordingly will find in 
himself the light, the truth and the true peace of life, although with that he will, for the 
sake of My name, have to go through many battles and persecutions, which you all will also 
experience personally. But when I will come in this world for the second time*, also the 
fermenting, the fighting and the persecuting will cease among the nations, and the 
original relationship between men and the pure spirits of the Heavens will become 
common and lasting.*Personal return of Jesus in the material help-body like between the 
Resurrection and Ascension.  [GGJ.08_162,20] 
 
By what I have told and explained to you now, you can easily know and see why it is 
allowed that in time there will be, next to the small, true chair of Aaron on which I am placing 
you now, there will be a false and long lasting chair in the midst of the heathens, and 
how and why even the false prophets and teachers in My name will be allowed. 
[GGJ.08_162,21] 
 
But you and your true descendants should not heed when they also will hear the call from 
the mouth of the false ones, according to which Christ would be here or there. For I will 
never more move into a temple that was built by human hands, but only in spirit and in 
truth of those who will seek Me and will pray to Me and will only believe in Me and 
consequently will also love Me above all. Their heart will be the true temple in which I will 
abide and in which I will also speak to them, teach, educate and guide them. Remember 
this very well now for yourselves, so that you will not be offended when it will all 
happen this way, but will remember that I have announced all this to you in advance, 
and also the reason why.” [GGJ.08_163,04] 
 
„Don't you worry about what is happening now! Let them rush,which who created for 
the storm and let them supress those who hang to slavery. 
 



"But I say to you: true life will suddenly erupt at once, like a lightest lightning from the 
black cloud - and the clouds will dissapear. but the lightning will never take back his 
light, but continiues to light up. ' ( Gifts from Heaven. 03_ 49.03.19, 00) 
 
Www.JESUS2030.de see full text, left margincolumn under "Introductory texts", theme 
"genuine and false prophets", 
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The seductive Large force    [Heavenly Bread 5582, 27 June 2016] 
 
On Earth, there is a seductive force which wants you to believe, if you believe in Me and my 
Love, to bring yourself to that love, and everything we need to do to be that love, as a 
personal responsibility. And Yes, in your freedom you do have your own responsibility for the 
choices you make, but don’t be fooled to believe something as the truth, what is not the truth. 
For the temptation will precisely strikes there,when a man believes in Me and my Love, to 
lead you away from Me.  
 
It will lay rules upon you and misinterpretations on My Word in the Bible. Without Me you will 
not recognize it as such. Without me you can not come to actual love, without Me you're not 
in that true freedom, until those perfectly surrender completely to me. And know that that 
seducive force, which is the original straying of the love from Lucifer and is still resisting the 
truth. For he is bound in the matter, but has a certain power, in which his misconceptions are 
reflected as a seductive power That in a certain extent control the people residing on Earth. 
In this context, man has precisely his own free choice, with the goal, to reconize in a perfect 
freedom, that I Am the true life.  
 
And once someone has this full understanding, he will come to a complete surrender and 
come to me and thereby to complete freedom of his true being in a perfec love and be the 
Love as the image of me. 
  
All people on Earth  can come tot that surrenderand  come to me. But everyone needs  Me  
to resist the recistance and the temptation. The choice is up to the man to accept  my help or 
not because that is the core of the digression of Lucifer, that he was being turned away from 
me, to life itself without me, what eternaly is not possible. 
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